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IBM Takes A Hands Off Approach With Red Hat [2]

IBM has been around long enough in the IT racket that it doesn?t have any trouble
maintaining distinct portfolios of products that have overlapping and often incompatible
functions. The System/3, which debuted in 1969, is only five years older than the System/360,
which laid the foundation and set the pace for corporate computing when it launched in 1964.
Both styles of machines continue to exist today as the IBM i on Power Systems platform and
the System z.
With the $34 billion acquisition of Red Hat, which closed last week, neither of those two
legacy products are under threat and IBM does not seem to be inclined whatsoever in ceasing
development of the legacy operating system and middleware stacks embodied in the IBM i
and System z lines.
As Arvind Krishna, senior vice president in charge of IBM?s cloud and cognitive software
products, put it bluntly in a call after the deal closed, IBM?s customers expect for Big Blue to
maintain its own operating systems, middleware, storage, databases, and security software in
the IBM i, AIX, and System z lines, and that is precisely what Big Blue is going to do. Krisha
estimated that there is only about 5 percent overlap in products between Big Blue and Red Hat
? something we talked about at length when the deal was announced last October ? and added
that in many enterprise accounts that use both Red Hat and IBM platforms, companies invest
in both sets of software for different purposes ? perhaps using JBoss in one case and
WebSphere in another, for instance.

Tech cos go for Edtech tie-ups to get that ready workforce [3]

Companies like Wipro, Accenture, IBM and others are tying up with edtech partners like
upGrad, Simplilearn and Udacity to have a ready-trained workforce they can deploy on

projects. Additional benefits include minimal training cost incurred post recruitment and a
lesser churn as learners develop more ownership in their roles.
The edtech firms provide campus recruits the required platform, content, assignments and
project work in their last semester of college to ensure they are prepared with programming
skills and emerging digital skills before they join.

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8 improves performance for modern workloads [4]

Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 8 can provide significant performance improvements over
RHEL 7 across a range of modern workloads. To put this in context, we used RHEL 7.6 to
execute multiple benchmarks with Intel's 2nd generation of Intel Xeon Scalable processors,
and our hardware partners set 35 new world record performance results using the same OS
version. This post will highlight RHEL 8 performance gains over RHEL 7.
How did we get here? The performance engineering team at Red Hat collaborates with
software partners and hardware OEMs to measure and optimize performance across workloads
that range from high-end databases, NoSQL databases packaged in RHEL, Java applications,
and third party databases and applications from Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, SAS, and SAP
HANA ERP applications.
We run multiple benchmarks and measure the performance of CPU, memory, disk I/O and
networking. Testing includes the filesystems we ship with Red Hat Enterprise Linux, such as
XFS, Ext4, GFS2, Gluster and Ceph.

Federation V2 is now KubeFed [5]

Some time ago we talked about how Federation V2 on Red Hat OpenShift 3.11 enables users
to spread their applications and services across multiple locales or clusters. As a fast moving
project, lots of changes happened since our last blog post. Among those changes, Federation
V2 has been renamed to KubeFed and we have released OpenShift 4.
In today?s blog post we are going to look at KubeFed from an OpenShift 4 perspective, as
well as show you a stateful demo application deployed across multiple clusters connected with
KubeFed.
There are still some unknowns around KubeFed; specifically in storage and networking. We
are evaluating different solutions because we want to we deliver a top-notch product to
manage your clusters across multiple regions/clouds in a clear and user-friendly way. Stay
tuned for more information to come!

Duplicity 0.8.01 [6]

Duplicity 0.8.01 is now in rawhide. The big change here is that it now uses Python 3. I?ve
tested it in my own environment, both on it?s own and with deja-dup, and both work.
Please test and file bugs. I expect there will be more, but with Python 2 reaching EOL soon,
it?s important to move everything we can to Python 3.
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